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REVISED KARRIS-jACOBSON READABILITY FOXIULAS

. (College Reading' Association, Bethesda, Maryland, Oct.31, 1,974)

A preliminary report on the.Harris-jpeobson Readability. Formulas was
given in May, 1973, at a convention of the International Reading Association.
Sincdthat. report mgch additional work has been completed,. andknowformulas

.

hilve been developtld. .The present ,paper suAaarizes the work to.date. .

The Criterion
A

CAO

Roadability has been defined, for our work as-those characteristics
cf resaine materia that make' it easy or difficult to comprehend. Thd criterion
used in developing the formulas is based on. the average characteristics of
ix popular' series of basal readers. r Thare'sqries had^been used in' the .

development'of the Harr4-Jzcohmen Basic elementary Reading Vocabalariep ($972).
CUmputer processing made it, pessitle to use a /ergo number of samples.
Froge.primer level up, ten aidout equally spaced samples were chosen from
eacWbooK; cacit sampl:?, hoving slightly anr6 dlan 200 -.lords. .At'prepri.mir
level as ,pane 200-werd samples were taken as the tree preprimers of a serios
could provide. There were 661 st,;ples, totalling about 135,000 words. The
samples at a given level drove 'all given the Lame reading scle-value and
prOvided a scale,mnginc from to 6.5. Since the samples' at e reader.
level are not.all'actuajly equal in/difficulty, there is some .inaccuracy
In this criterion..Tn,tho criterion ecile there are Devon steps at primary
leirels but only three steps 'for grades 44.

Vae....ftblreEt;.ployed

Verlable 1. 'VI poi cent of uru words. 'Three wordlists based on the
Hirris-JacoLson wordlist's were tried out." Gua List, which contained only
thd )35 first grade words and their inflected-ftarms, was discarded when it
was fond to lack dispriminative abiliti abovp. first grade. The Short

.

iler'Riaadability List contains all first.grade and poond-grade bore and Addi-
tional words ant their common 4-1HrIctc-i frIrmq. it includes, 9i2 root words
anj 1,BS0 .';.nflect9d,forms,Aotallinc: 2,792 words. 'The first variable, V1 .

. to formulas, is the per cent of unique words not in this Short List.-'
. Unique means that a word not in-the list is 'counteokonly once per samFle.,-
gti\

,' regardless of haw many times it may occur in that sample. Unique words was
kiV

found to have slightly butter redictive ability than total number of
.4; uncommon words.
., .

5 A third list, contalning.all firs:., second, and third grade wards, included
O 1,92jar. ot words and 4,076 infleotgd forms, totalling 6;001 words.. This vas

f01.1*(tz, be not quite an discriminative at primary levels as the Short 13s1.
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'For the middle grades the two ward list* were about equal, and there were
strong indications.that for formulas intended. to work above, sixth grade level,
the Long List would be better. Only the Short List is used, in the formulas
described in this paper. .

".4... .. .

Ittritjble2V2.. The second variable used in the
formulas is obtained by dividing the total numberek words in i sampl4

by the number of sentences, providing the mean number of words per,sentence. .

This variable is also used in the Lorge, Dale and Chan, and .Spache Formulas;

yarlth11211121:122pisLInnp-,..1:Several.ways of measuring word
ifficulty directly were tried out. These included counting the number of
words that contain more than five letters and dividing by the number.of
words. A word with six or more.letters is considered a long word.. This-
variable. is quickly and easily scored by hand'as well as by computer.

Variable 4 (V4) . Xean Nuriber of Letters per Word. Mother Kay. to measure
word difficulty is based oh the assnElption that the longer a, wo'ids. the harder
it is likely- to be. Average number of letters per word can be scored almost
instantaneously by computer, but is=slow and laborious to soore by hand.
Since it turned out to be slightly inferior to V3 in preiiae-power, it
does not appear in our formulas.

VarAaele Sooti'1A0' katterrig. lo o'tr preliminary mark we'disc6vered
that the par cent of words beginning with the letter e has a substantial
correlation with the difficulty of primary reading materials. Dr. Jacobson
located over 1,000 spelling rules about spellings which occur characteristi-

. cally at the boginning, end, or in the middle of words, mainly' from Haruca
et, al' (1960. These rhles were combined to form 101 spelling- patterns.smarm

Dr. Jablobsein developed computer Programs for identifying and counting these
patterns in a sample of reading material, and correla.%ed all 101 patterni
with theci.iterion of reader level. In'a recently published paper (Jacobson,
19* ha reported that a combination of 37 spelling `patterns correlated .92 1..

with primary reading difficulty..

Since then;,.Jacobsen has located 12 spelling patterns Waal, when combined
by multiplkcorrelation, provide ama;ingly high correlations with reading
level. The:12 best patterns at the primary level have only one pattern in
commqn.with the 12 best patterns for grades. J -6. The per cent 4 words enclne
withya simile letter 1 increases across the full range from preprimer through
sixth-reader. Most of the other patterns are effective at primary or middle-
grade level but not .at both. There,i4111 be further discussion of. this variable
laterin this paper4 ,

Vali'di.ty of_ the Indiyii.duaal Variables

The first. -order Pearson r's with basal reader levels are shown in Table 1,
for grades 1 -3, and for grades 1-6. Correlations were also obtained for
grades 4-6 and grad ©s 3-6. Since there was only one reading-level,per grade
in grades 4.6, the criterion scale provided only three steps for those grades
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and only five steps with third grade added; the correlations with those
very coarse criterion scalas were low Co moderate.

e

It may bq noted that V1 surpasses V2 for grades 1-6, but V2 has the higher
correlation -for grades 1 -3. V5, which' has the .highest correlations at both
levels, is .-:t present scorable only by computer. Of the three measures of
word difficulty that are scorable by hand,. V1 and V3 have-approximately eqw.-,1
is for grades 1 3 and V1 is clarly the best for grades 1-6. Variable 3 is '.',.

.

consistently superior to V4. . . ..-... ,

.

- .,.

The relationships of Variables 1, 2, and 3 to reader levels are shown in
Figures 1, 2, and 3, while that for variable 5 is shown in figures 4 (primary),
5 (elementary) and 6,(grades 1-6). At-each reader levelgehe steeper the slope
of the line and the smaller the standard deviation, the better the discriminative
power of the variable. Variable 1 (Fig. 1) starts off lioorly at .first grade
-level but dues well over the rest of the range. Variable 2 Ogig. 2) .shows a
fairly consistent upward slope except for poor discrimination between high
third level and fourth reader level. Variable 3 shows steady upward progress-
ion but comparatively large svandard deiations. Variable 5 shows steady
upward progression for the primary and elementary grades with lesser dis4-im-
ination between the high third level and fount. level readers.

Readability Formulas Based on Multiple Correlations.

The laL.:i-Live of a aoulbination of vaLiatics &Tenth; not (.411y on Ihe
correlation of each variabie! with the criterion, but also on the size ,Of the
correlations between the variables; the lower the correlations among variables,
the greater the benefit obtained from eombining'them. A large number of
twd-variable and three-variable combinations have been tried out, and the
qiNT" best formulas are reported here. The five formulas in regression equation,
form are as tollows:

Formula I. Readability level = .094 Vi + .168 V2 + .502
Formula 2. Readability level = .140 VI + .153 V2 + .560
Formula 3. Readability level .158 V2 + .055 V3 + .355
Formula 4. Readability level = .070 V14- .125 V2 + .037 V3 + .497
Formula 5. Readability level = .118 V1 + .1)4 V2 + .032 V3 + .424

The combination of V1 and V2 provides efficient readability formulas both
for primary.giade material (Formula 1) and middle -grade material (Formula 2).
These rormulas employ the same variables but give them somewhat different
weights. Data on the validity and reliability of the five formulas are given
in Table 2. Formulat-I;li.and.4..arergi.r..usf,,,with,materialstshought to be
below fourth 'reader level. Formulas 2 and 5 cover the range ..14rbiti preprimer

through six, but 'are recommended for use only when the material is thought tos..
be above third grade in difficulty.

The multiple correlation coefficients of the five formulas are shown in
the first column of Table 2. Th© two three-variable formulas are slie'htly
higher in the value of R than the three two.variable formulas. All of the
R's are quite similar, ranging only from .-INS'te .918. ,
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The per cent of the tetal variance aceounted for by r multiple eorrelation
is 'indicated by R2 ch is shown in the second oolumn'of rable 2. Of the
three primary-level OrmullS, Formula,4 is 3.6 per cent better than Formula 1,
and Formula 1 is 1.9 per cent better than Formula 3. The standard errors bS...
estimito, in column 3, are in the sane order, with Formula 4. having the snalliest.'.
error, Formula 1 next, and Formula 3 the largest of the three.

Which of these formulas to use for hand computation depends on one/s priorities,
When maximum validity is more important than speed, the three-variUle Formula 4
is the obvious choice. When speed of scoring and computation is most important,
Formula 3 maybe chosen. For all-around efficiency combining good val4.dity
with next-best speed and ease of use, Fqrmula 1 should be preferred.

Formula 2 and Formula 5 are intended for use when the roadability of the
material is probably above third grade. In terms of 14.4, Formula 5 is only
.9 per cent better than Formula 2, and the stani.M errors are very similar.
Formula 2 uses -two variables and Formula. 5 requ...0 throe variables. The
substantial additional time for scoring and compu Palm that Formula 5 requires
does not seem worth the very slight gain in valid T. For most hand computations
Formula.2 is recommended for middle-grade material.

For computerized computation and scoring the three-variable formulas are
preferabiff to the.two-variatilA forTulac. 4dding i fourth varic4il1 doe, not

further Improvem'ent in validity.

V .4,

The reliabilities of the formulas are 'also-shown in Table 2.. They are all
.92 or better, indicating very satisfactory reliability. We recommend taking
five samples from a book, or three samples frame. isl-et selection. The; .

average readability score obtained in either case should be very reliable.
Those reliabilities were obtained by separating the samples into random halves,
getting the correlations between the two sets of formula scores, apd applying
the Spearman-Brown Formula.

Variable 5, the Spelling Patterns variable, is not included in Table 2; its
correlations with the criterion. are shown on" the bottom ling of Table 1.
The 12 best spelling patterns for grades 1-3 correlate .93 with the erittarlon,
higher than any of the 'correlations in Table 2. The, 12 best patterns, for
grades 1-6 correlate .913 with the criterion, equal to Formula 4 and better
than the other four formulas. Scoring and computing this.variable by hand
would be prohibitively tinevconsuming._14e plan to_try_to'
further. If it can be reduced to four qr five components, haidi scoring may
become feasible, although it will' still be quite laborious. 'Meanwhile use of
this variable requires employment of the special computer programs developed
by Jacobson. Adding any two of phe other four variables does not further improve
the correlation of spelling patterns with basal reader levels.

The'reliabilities of the five forMulas are shown in the right -band column
4r Table 2; and range.from .916 to .947. .Since the validity coefficients are
almost as high as the reliabilities, it would be necessary to raise the reliabili-
ties still higher to achieve further increases in validity.

el
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We have also tried correlating our variables with the 50"por cent and 70
per cent conprtihension scores of the McCall, Crabbs Standard Test Lessons
in Readinf,, the criterion used by Dale and Chall. Thu correlations were
slightly brit consistently higher with the 50 per cent ciitorion. A combination
of four variables'inclUding Spelling Patterns gives a multiple correlation
with cCall, Crabbs of .74, which is e...;but e) per cent better than the
correlation reported by Dalo And Chall for their formula. However, this
readability formula requires the use-of special computer programs.

It is our impression, after working with the McCall, Crabbs exercises, that

)1s1. the grade scores for many,of theri are 41accurate; the exercises should be
re.standardized to provide a better roadability criterion.

Correeteci Grade Equivalents. Whenever predicted scores are obtained from a
regression equation, the predicted scores are less variable than the
criterion scores. Tho low Scores are not as low, and the high scores are
not as high. Dale and Chall found it .necessary to provide a correction
tablo for their formula scores.. For example, a Dle-Chall obtained score
between 7.0 and 7.9 is, interpreted as indicating ninth to tenth grade
reading difficulty.

We have found it necessary to pr6vicle corrections als4, ,although our
eorreetions are not' as large. The corrections for the five F.J formulas '

ary ;;Low., in Table 3. TO usp this table,:etirst ;coats colus.4 rtlt
the formula used. Next, locate the- score interval into which the
obtained formula score falls. Finally, read horizontally to the left
to find the readability level corresponding to thht score interval.
For example, a' Formula 5 score of 4.10 falls in the interval 3.77 to 4.23i
which corresponds to high third' readability level,.

Practical Vtility

We have Confi.rmed the well7established finding that the most valid single
indicator of readability is a good measure of vocabulary difficulty. nur
best measure of vocabulary difficulty is Spelling Patterns, but that variable
is at present scorable only with the use of special ebmputex pvogramd. Of
the other measures of vocabulary we have tried, the per cent of words not
fount; in the H-J Short List is the most val44,, with per cent of long words
only slightly'behind.

Since our formulas provide scores which are not greatly different in validity
from those obtained with the Spache and Dale-Chall formulas, the question of
practical utility becomes important. The H-J Shore List has slightly 'fewer
root words than the revised Spathe List. In checking whether a ward is
familiar or unfamiliar the score is substantially faster and easier to
obtain than the corresponding Spache score, because a wird either :1s or is
not in the list, while 1the Spache..List requires the application of 11 rules.
V3, the per cent of long wardS, is even faster to,obtain and entails only
a slight loss in validityr Similarly, the Short List is only 30 to 35
per cent,as long as the Dale List, which requires the application 61 22 rules.
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' The formulas prnsentoi here, like the other readability formulas in comMon.
use, are based on characteristics of samples of graded reading material:
It is assumed that the ability of children to understand the material is
directly and closely related to these characteristics. This assumption needs
to be tw,ted.

We are plannin7 a testi:1;z program in which sample McCall, Crabbs exercises
. will 1)e re- standardized and the average comprehension scores of_ children

on them 011 provide another and 4)erhaps better criterion for validating
or improving our readability formulas.-

Full directions ..7br using the Harris-JaeolSson Readability.FormUlas 1 and
2, including a' copy of the Short List used in V1, aro givon in a boot; to
be published in February, 1975 (Harris and Sipay, 197). Those who may
be intereAed in using any of the H-J computerized readability formulas
are invited to get-in touch with Dr. Jacobson.
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Table 1. Corrolationl coefficients of readability vAriablec

with basal reader levels

Variable Grades Grades

VI. of unioue words
:short List .797 .8,48

V2.. mean number of words pork,.

sontence -,831 .794

V3. 5 of words having more than
5 letters .614 .795

r

V4. mean number of letters per word .736 .739
C.

V5. spelling patterns .930 .91511111:0 MM.

Table 2. Validity and reliability of' five Harrits-Jacobscn

Readability Formulas

ONIMNIPIWWWIIM,

ti
Validity Reliability

R it2' &Lost 7 (Gpoarmarr-LrQyn).

Formula 1 .898 .807 .38 .934

Formula 2. ,.9O4 .81T .714 .944

Form,4a 3 .888 .788 .402 .916

Formula 4 .918 .843 .347 .941. Y

j

Formula ,5 .969...-- .826 .698 .947

qt.

41.

I.
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Table 3. CormIctqd grade oqUiv/ilents for predicted scores

on five H-1.1 RogdaSility formulas

Readfibility Level
Predicted Score

FOITIUla 1 °mule 3 Yo rtmil CC 4

Freprimer (1.0 . 1;34) 1.0

Primer (1.35 - 1.0!) 1;54

First roadv::: (1.65 - 1.99) 1.75

Low second (2.00 - 2.49) 1.99

High second (2.50 - 2.99) 2.38

Low third (3.00 - 3;49) 2.85

F17h 4$!1,-4. (.1.50 - 3.99) 3.31

Fourth and up (4.00 +)

1.53 :1.0 1.43 1.0 . 1.49

. 1.74 1.49

- 1.98.1-81

- 2.37 2.16

- 2.84 2.58

- 3.30 2.91

3.74 3.49

. 1.80 1.50 - .74

- 2.15 1.75 - 2.04

- 2.57 2.05 - 2.47

. 2.90 2.48 . 2.89

--3.161 2.90 - 3.30

- 4n 1.'0 . 1 74

3.75 and up 3.41 and up - 3.75 And up

Roadability Level
Predicted Score

Formula 2 Fe runic. 5

Proprimor (1.0 - 1.:14) 1.0- 1.63 1.0. 1.57

erimor (105 -.1.6') $,.64 .. 1.83 1.58 - 1.80

Fir: A rOador (1.65 -1.79) 1-84 - 2. 07 1.81 . 2. 08

Low seoond 12.00 2.49) 2.08 - 2.42 2.09 - 2.50

High second (2.50 - 2.99) 2.43 . 2.96 2.51 - 3.07

Low third (3.00 - 3.49) 2.99 - 3.70 3.08 - 3.76

High third (3.50 4 3.99) 3.71 - 4.21 3.77 . 4.23

Fourth (4.00 - 4;99) 4.22 - 4.80 4.24 - 4.81

Fifth (5.00 - 5.99) 4.81 - 5628 4.24 - 5.30

Sixth .0.00 - 6.79) 5.29 - 5.67 5.31 - 5.73

Oefenth (7.00 7.99) 5.68 . 6.05 5.74 - 6.08

Eighth aAd up (8.00 I-) h,ONI and up G.0.4 aro up
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